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down-sampling in the DCT domain [5-61. In this work we
extend the pdomain rate estimation technique to video
down-sampling within the framework of the emerging
H.264iAVC video standard [XI.
The proposed algorithm consists of two stages. In the
initialization stage, w e use a low-complexity algorithm to
estimate the p values for resolutions with down-sampling
ratio 0.5 and 0.25. In the refinement stage, the estimation
error is feed-forwarded to improve the estimation
accuracy. Experimental results show that the proposed
technique can estimate the bit rate a1 a wide range of
down-sampling ratios with a good accuracy.

ABSTRACT
The emergence of wireless networks has posed new
challenges for multimedia content providers. In particular,
many existing video contents have bit-rates and
resolutions far exceeding the capability of wireless
networks and mobile devices, and they need to he adapted
before transmission. In this paper, we propose a technique
using pdomain information to estimate the hit rate of
down-sampled video in the H.264/AVC format. The bit
rate is estimated in two stages. In the initialization stage,
we use a low-complexity algorithm to estimate the
pdomain parameters for half and quarter resolutions,
respectively. In the refinement stage, the estimation error
is feed-forwarded to improve the estimation accuracy.
Experimental results show that the proposed technique
can estimate the hit rate accurately at a wide range of
down-sampling ratios.

I

11. RATE ESlMATlON
Our experiments on spatial down-sampling reveal a
surprising relation between bit-rate and sub-sampling
ratio. For example, using the 'Foreman' test sequence
originally encoded with the H.264iAVC JM6le codec, we
decode the video, suh-sample it, and then re-encode it
using the same quantization parameter QP for different
sub-sampling ratios and plot the results in Fig. 1.
Much to our surprise, the results show that the video
bit rate decreases near linearly with the sub-sampling ratio.
The same results are observed for different video
resolutions as well as different QP's on various test
sequences. This motivates us to develop a low-complexity
technique to estimate the proportionality constant (i.e.,
slop of the line) without actually carrying out the full
down-sampling procedure.

1. INTRODUCTION
The emergence of wireless networks has posed many
new challenges for multimedia content providers. In
particular, many existing pre-encoded video contents may
have bit-rates and resolutions far exceeding the capability
of wireless networks and mobile devices, and they need to
be adapted to the communication technology being used.
This can be done through the use of a video transcoder
which converts high resolution, high bit-rate videos to low
resolution, low bit-rate versions of the videos.
A video transcoder can reduce the hit-rate using three
techniques: re-quantization, spatial down-sampling and
frame skipping [2-71. As transcoding may need to be
performed on-the-fly on streamed video, the ability to
accurately predict the output hit-rate is essential. For
re-quantization, He et al. in a pioneering work [I]
introduced the pdomain approach for rate estimation.
where p is defined to be the percentage of zeros among
the quantized coefficients in the transformed domain. He
ef al. showed that p is linearly related to the number of
bits to encode a frame and the bit rate of the video can be
accurately estimated using pdomain information.
Relatively little effort has been made for the rate
estimation of spatio-temporally down-sampled video.
Existing works on spatial down-sampling focus on motion
vectors re-estimation [3-41 and techniques to perform
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Fig. I . Bit rate of down-sampled video at QP=24
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A. Rate Estimation Using pDomain Information
The p value at the full resolution can he obtained
directly Gom the quantized DCT coefficients in the
H.264/AVC bit stream. We estimate the p values at lower
resolutions by applying low pass filtering and
sub-sampling in the DCT domain. The motion vectors of
the sub-sampled video may not be the same as the full
resolution counter-parts, and the residual signal can he
affected by the motion re-estimation and the motion
compensation after the sub-sampling. However, the
motion re-estimation is computationally too expensive
and thus we simply suh-sample the residual signal in the
DCT compressed domain. Only luminance component is
used to estimate the hit rate, since chrominance
components usually need a substantially fewer number of
hits to encode.
To estimate the pdomain information for
sub-sampling ratio SSR=0.5, each 8x8 luminance block is
low passed, sub-sampled and then quantized to give a 4x4
quantized DCT block
as shown in Fig. 2. Do, D,, D,
and Djare quantized 4x4 DCT blocks extracted from the
original H.264iAVC hit stream.
Let X,,X,,X,and X,denote the spatial domain of D,,,
D,, D, and D1respectively. Following the symbols in [9],
X,,X,,X, and X, can be written as

X, = (CjTD,'Cj+ 2'E)>> 6

k = 0,1,2,3

F i g 2. Sub-sampling of 8x8 block for SSR=O.S

x = P"X,,p,' + P"X&' + F&p,'
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Note li and A are the low pass filtering matrix and
sub-sampling matrix. To reduce the computational
complexity, we choose a simple low pass filtering matrix:
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The forward 4x4 DCT is applied to block Y to yield
Dy,which is quantized using the same Qf of the original
video to give the quantized block 0,. That is,

-l/2)

D,'(;,j)= o,(;,j)B(Q,,i,j)<<Q,,

(5)

and

where
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D, = C,YC,',
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Q , = QPmod 6 , Q, = lQP/ 61, and E is a 4x4 matrix
with all elements equal to I . The reconstruction factor
B(QM,ij)= S(QM,r)where r = 0 for (i,j)e{(O,O),(0,2),
W),W)),r = I for ( i , j ) ~ { ( l J )W, ) , W ) , (3,3)1, and
r = 2 otherwise. The matrix S is defined as
IO I I

[

13 14 16

18

]

'

S = 16 18 20 23 25 29 .
13 14 16 18 20 23

(4)

X I , X,,X, and X, are then grouped to form a 8x8
spatial block X, which is in tum low passed and
sub-sampled to form a 4x4 spatial block Y:

wherefis the dead zone parameter, which is 113 for intra
frames and 116 for inter frames. Also, the quantization
factor A(Q,,i, j ) = M(Q,,r)
is defined as the
reconstruction factor B in (3). The matrix M is given by
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r
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7490

'
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13107 11916 10082 9362 8192 7282
M = 5243 4660 4194 3647 3355 2893
6554

R , ( ~ , s s R ) =-LC.
R (n 1)

[d~(n,0.25)-p(n,O.S)).SSR
l - p ( n , l ) +p(n,o.5)-2p(n,o.25)t I

(13)

(18)

5825 5243 4559

where Rl,(n,l) is the actual number of bits used to encode
frame n at the full resolution. Both Rl1(n,l) and p(n,l) can
be obtained directly from the original H.264/AVC bit
stream.

The total number of zero coefficients in frame n,
&,OS), is obtained by summing up all the numbers of
zero coefficients in all the quantized 4x4 block.
It is computationally expensive to obtain D F To
reduce the computational complexity. we combine (I), ( S ) ,
(7) and ( I O ) to obtain the Dy:

DY

=[

B,D,'B,'tB,,D,'B,'

B. Rate Estimation Refinement
The previous technique enables us to estimate the
output bit rate without actually carrying out the
down-sampling process. However, our experiments show
that the estimation becomes less accurate for very small
sub-sampling ratios (e.g. SSR=O.2). To overcome this
problem, we propose a prediction error feed-forward
technique to compensate for the estimation errors.
Specifically, we adjust the estimated bit rate by
adding the estimation error from the previous frame to the
current frame:
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As the estimation error is fairly consistent at small SSR
values, this technique can effectively reduce the
estimation error to negligible levels.
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111. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The performance of the proposed rate estimation
algorithm is evaluated on various video sequences. Due to
the limited space, only parts of the results on the
'Foreman' CIF (352x288, 30 framesis) sequence are
provided in this paper. The simulation is run for I O
seconds of video (300 frames) with QP={24, 36) and
SSR=(0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6,0.5,0.4,0.3,0.2).
Table 1 compares the total actual and estimated
numbers of bits for the 300 frames. Although the
estimation error still increases with smaller SSR, the
maximum estimation error is only 2.4% (QP=36,
SSR=O.Z).

It is worthy to point out that we can further reduce the
computational complexity since there are many zeros in
matrices B,, and B,.
To estimate the p value for SSR=0.25, the DC
coefficients of l6x I6 contiguous macro blocks are
extracted to form a 4x4 block. . Then, it is processed by
the forward DCT and the quantization to make the block
D,, as shown in Fig. 3. The number of zero coefficients
p(n,0.25) is obtained by counting zero coeficients in all
the quantized 4x4 blocks.
Armed with the estimated number of zero
coefficients, we can then use this pdomain information to
estimate the output bit rate. Specifically, the estimated
number of bits R,(n,SSR) to encode frame n with
sub-sampling ratio SSR is given by

SSR
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U
Fig. 3. Sub-samplingof 16x16 bluck for SSR=0.25
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QP24
QP36
Actual
Actual
Estimated
Estimated
5969984
935559
5981533
936760
5158872
5168940
793440
792755
4166768
4176522
653112
652587
3384816
3392202
534504
533538
2620168
2627358
399608
398678
1895noo
1899478
305856
304534
1240456
1241081
210552
208645
644808
123216
I20322
640185
Table I . Total number of bits for 300 frames.

Fig. 5. Rate estimation results for QP-36, SSR=O.Z.

Fig. 4. Rate estimation results far QF24, SSR=O.8.
figs. 4 and 5 further illustrate the estimation
performance at large (0.8) and small (0.2) SSR’s
respectively. With QP-24 and SSR=0.8 in Fig. 4, the
initial estimation is very close to the actual number of bits
used. The improvement achievable by feed-forwarding
the prediction error is negligible.
However with Q F 3 6 and SSR=0.2 in Fig. 5, the
initial estimation error is substantial because the video is
now compressed at a very low hit rate. But despite the
estimation error. the predicted hit rate curve still mimics
the shape of the actual bit rate curve. Thus aAer applying
the feed-forward technique presented in Section 1143, the
prediction errors are effectively reduced to negligible
levels. Note that while the feed-fonvard technique is very
effective, the initial rate estimation using pdomain
information is also important. f o r example, if we skip the
initial rate estimation process and simply use the previous
frame’s bit rate as the bit rate for the current frame, the
estimation accuracy will drop substantially.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a new technique to
estimate the output hit rate of down-sampled video. The
technique comprises (a) low-complexity pdomain
information estimation; (h) bit rate estimation from the
pdomain information; and (c) prediction emor feed
forward scheme to achieve accurate rate estimation. The
authors are now extending this work to frame skipping,
ultimately to develop a model relating visual quality to all
three transcoding techniques, i.e. re-quantization, spatial
down-sampling, and frame skipping.
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